ON BEST UNIFORM APPROXIMATION BY BOUNDED
ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS
M. PAPADIMITRAKIS

C{T) is the space of continuous functions on the unit circle 7 with the supremum
norm || • || 0O i/ 0O (r) is the space of nontangential limits of bounded analytic functions
in the unit disc D. Also, A(T) = HX(T) n C(T). Let Ft1 be the subspace of C(T) of
all functions whose Fourier series is absolutely convergent with norm

ll/ll^ = EL/t»)l, An) =
H\T)\s
that

the Hardy space of nontangential limits of functions F analytic in D such
\\F\\X= sup

f|F(r^|^<+cx),

0<r<1 J

*-n

and H\(T) = {FeH\T)\ F(0) = 0}.
It is known (see [2]) that any/e C(T) has a unique best approximation geH°°(r)
in the sense
d=d(f,H™)=
inf H/-AIL = | | / - ^ L ,
and that, by duality,

There is also (at least) one F for which the sup (*) is attained. /, g and any of those
maximizing F are connected by

We agree to write g = T(J).
Generally, differentiability properties of/are preserved by g; see [1,2].
It is also known (see [3] for more information) that/e^Y 1 implies ge^Y 1 . In [3],
the following question is raised (with expectation of a negative answer). Is it true that

for some absolute constant c? The answer is negative indeed!
THEOREM. There is no absolute constant c such that \\g\\^i ^ c • ||/||^», where g is
the best approximation offe&f1 in //c0(7').
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REMARK. In the same context, one should note that the operator of best
approximation is bounded on the Besov classes BlJp and on VMO (see [4]), and
unbounded on the Besov classes B*p with s> \/p and on the Holder classes (see [3]).

Proof. We start with a simple observation. Suppose feA(T),

/(0) = 0,

and f+g = e~ie-F/\F\ a.e. in T. Then -g = T(f) and

geH^T),
FEH\T)
d(f,H<°)=l.

The proof is trivial and uses (*).
Now consider any nice jFin H\T), with F/\F\ having an absolutely convergent
Fourier series. F(z) = eiz with F/\F\ = e~icose is good.
Let R > 1. We shall investigate the behaviour of the Fourier series of G/\G\, where

G = {z-Rf-F, when R^ 1 + :
ya

\G\

L n
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i \ i

\
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The first series, if R -> 1 + , is almost the series of F/\F\ shifted one step to the left.
Now we need the following.
LEMMA.

Suppose that h = J] aneine with J] \an\ < oo, £ an = 0. Let

where we assume
sup
0 <r < 1

The proof of the lemma is contained in the proof of Wiener's theorem (about
absolutely convergent Fourier series) which is in [6, Chapter VI] and in [5].
The third series in (**) behaves like the £/?n( r ) e<n<? of the Lemma, as a trivial
calculation shows. We cannot immediately apply the Lemma to the second term of
(**) since

In fact, |^| = 1.
Write

The J 5 / 1 norm of the middle term approaches 0 as R -»• 1. Hence the series of
G/\G\, if R is close to 1, looks like

h

\R V

#)RT

"
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In particular, any initial coefficients of the nonnegative (frequency) part are
arbitrarily close to — ax, — a2, —
Obviously, lim^^ £]-«> lan+i/i*l = £l«|fl n +ilI claim that

S an+1 (.
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To prove the claim, we choose N so large that

Then
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by at most e in absolute value . Thus
lim sup

°0 n
"n+1

E
0
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2e,

for all e > 0.

0

We summarize. If R is close enough to 1, then:
(a) the new series is almost the old one shifted one step to the left;
(fi) the new negative part has ^V 1 norm almost the SF€X norm of the old negative
part plus the old |ao|;
(y) the new nonnegative part has 3F£X norm almost the 3F£X norm of the old
nonnegative part minus |ao| plus 2.
Fixing M in advance and choosing Rlt...,RM
close to 1, we may perform the
previous procedure M times, and the result on F/\F\ will be to shift (with any degree
of accuracy) |ao| + . . . + \aM-x\ from the !F£l norm of the nonnegative part to the SFtx
norm of the negative part, simultaneously adding 2M to the last norm.
Hence the 2Ftx norm of the nonnegative part will increase by 2M— \ao\ —... — \aM_x\,
while the norm of the negative part will increase by \aQ\ +... + |aM_il, a quantity which
is bounded uniformly in M.
Now start with our initial F(eie)/\F\, and suppose that N is the HF£X norm of the
negative part of its Fourier series, P is the norm of the positive part, and a0 is the
constant term.
Now if Rx,..., RM are close enough to 1, then GM/\GM\, where

GM =

(z-R1f...(z-RMYF,

will have

NM<N+\a0\
PM>2M-P-\.
Letting M ->• oo, we obtain NM/PM -*• 0.
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Writing now fM+gM = e' -GM/\GM\ and using the initial observation, we obtain
arbitrarily small.

\\fM\\^/\\gM\\^

I should like to thank the referee, because a suggestion of his made the end of the
proof simpler and slightly shorter.
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